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Introduction
In May 2011, Ugandan President Yoweri Kaguta Museveni tapped Irene Muloni to head the
nation’s Ministry of Energy and Minerals Development (MEMD). An engineer by training,
Muloni’s primary responsibility is to oversee construction of two large-scale hydropower plants
(hydropower project), at Karuma (600MW) and Isimba (183 MW). (See Appendix G.) The
country has long been plagued by chronic power shortages and the two new facilities would
significantly enhance Uganda’s generation capacity, thereby allowing for increased economic
growth and political stability.
It is now 2013, and Muloni has identified two options for financing and building the hydropower
facilities, each with advantages and disadvantages. One option is to build the dams as
independent power projects (IPPs), a type of public private partnership (PPP).1 IPPs are
developed, constructed, operated and sometimes owned by private investors and developers, they
rely heavily on private finance, and usually include long-term power purchase agreements
(PPAs) with a public utility or other entity acting as an off-taker in a country.2 Uganda’s 250
MW Bujagali Hydropower Plant, commissioned in 2012, is an example of an IPP.
Alternatively, Muloni could secure Chinese financing for the Karuma and Isimba dams. The
China Eximbank has offered to provide 85% of the funding for the projects in the form of
subsidized loans if the MEMD uses a Chinese engineering, procurement and construction (EPC)
contractor for each project. Under this arrangement, the government of Uganda (GoU) would
own and operate the dams when completed.
Which option should Muloni choose and why?
Uganda’s Economic Challenge
Dubbed “The Pearl of Africa” by Winston Churchill in 1907 for its abundant flora and fauna,
Uganda is a landlocked nation located on the East African plateau. The country shares a large
portion of Lake Victoria, Africa’s largest lake by area, with Kenya and Tanzania. After the long
civil wars from 1971 and 1986, Uganda’s economy has rebounded, with GDP growing
substantially from Shs 6 trillion in 1986 to Shs 74 trillion by 2014. Determined to boost
economic growth to double digits,3 Uganda’s President Museveni has targeted the nation’s weak
export sector as the major obstacle to future growth4— Uganda had a trade deficit of US$3.7
billion in 20145—and the cause of the nation’s weak currency. Top exports are coffee, raw
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tobacco, tea, fish and cement. With more robust exports, Museveni believes, Uganda would
“already be a middle-income country.” To stop the trade “hemorrhage” and attract greater
investment, Museveni has called for infrastructure improvements and specifically, increased
hydroelectric capacity.6
Chronic Power Shortages Have Hamstrung Development
Rich in hydropower resources (with an estimated 2300 MW hydropower potential),7 Uganda
built its first large hydropower plant in the early 1950s at Nalubaale (Jinja) on the White Nile;
with upgrades, Nalubaale generated enough power for domestic and export consumption.
However, beginning in 1971, the chaos of civil war disrupted power generation across Uganda,
for example, causing Nalubaale’s capacity to fall by more than half, to 60 MW.
Once political stability was restored and Uganda’s economy began to recover, The World Bank
funded rehabilitation and upgrade projects that increased Nalubaale’s generation capacity to 180
MW by 1996. The Bank, together with the Norwegian Agency for Development Assistance
(NORAD) and the Swedish International Development Agency (SIDA), also financed
construction of the 200 MW Kiira hydropower plant; both facilities now serve Jinja, Uganda's
second-largest industrial city.8
Uganda’s dependency on hydropower, however, inevitably rendered the power sector vulnerable
to unfavorable hydrological conditions. Between 1998 and 2008, the average water level in Lake
Victoria, the main reservoir for Nalubaale and Kiira, the country’s two major hydropower plants,
dropped by 1.5 meters and in 2005, reached its lowest level since 1951. As a result, Uganda’s
total installed generation capacity dropped by 60%.9
Poor electricity infrastructure exacerbated the problem. Distribution losses were 40% in 1988
and by 2012 remained an unacceptably high 27%, when a supply crisis led to extensive load
shedding. In recent years, Ugandan business enterprises have lost an average of 90 operating
days annually due to power outages, and the combined capacity of standby power generators
business owners installed amounts to one third of the Uganda Electricity Board’s (UEB)
generation capacity.10
In 2006, the electricity supply deficit ranged between 90 to 210 MW.11 Load-shedding was
widespread until 2012 when the 250MW Bujagali hydropower project was commissioned and
began generating electricity. Compared to the 60 MW capacity in 1986, Uganda had, by 2015,
installed generation capacity of 850 MW and already has a surplus of 100 MW.12 (See Appendix
E.) Power load-shedding has been eliminated, though outages still occur periodically due to
transmission and distribution network maintenance.13 However, with demand for electricity
growing at an annual rate of 10-12%, Uganda must continually expand generation capacity14 yet
it lags behind its own goal of increasing annual per capita consumption from 75 Kwh/Capita
(2010) to 674 Kwh/Capita (2015). (See Appendices F and K.) That means adding an additional
3500 MW generation capacity.15
The Ministry of Energy and Minerals Development (MEMD) drafted short, medium and long
term goals in 2006 to remedy the power supply shortfall. To mitigate the impact of the
immediate power crisis, the MEMD relied on short-term expediencies such as thermal generation
and improved demand side efficiency. Included in the medium-term plan were construction of
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the 250MW Bujagali hydropower project as well as smaller plants throughout the country. The
longer-term solution is construction of more large-scale hydropower plants,16 including fasttracking the Karuma (600MW) and Isimba (183MW) projects.17
Uganda’s Power Sector Reform
While political and hydrological instability seriously affected Uganda’s power generation
capacity, the poor management and performance of the Uganda Electricity Board (UEB), the
country’s vertically integrated utility, has exacerbated the power supply crisis. Financially
disabled and highly dependent on government assistance, the UEB has been unable to finance
investments or upgrade existing plants.18
With passage of the 1999 Electricity Act, Uganda launched a power sector reform initiative. In
addition to improving capacity and overall performance, the reform prioritized increased private
sector investment. The National Energy Policy of 2002 underscored this goal.
To “enhance operating efficiency and attract private sector investment into the industry,” the
formerly state-owned UEB was unbundled and corporatized.19 (See Appendix D.) This process
took six years starting in 1999, and resulted in the creation of three parastatals. The Uganda
Electricity Generation Company Ltd. (UEGCL) is responsible for power generation. The Uganda
Electricity Transmission Company Ltd. (UETCL) is responsible for transmission, and the
Uganda Electricity Distribution Company Ltd. (UEDCL) for distribution. Minister Muloni, who
holds an MBA as well as an engineering degree, was the managing director of UEDCL from
2002 until 2011 when President Museveni tapped her to run MEMD.
UEGCL retained the ownership of state assets—the Kiira and Nalubaale hydropower stations—
but in 2003, operation and maintenance (O&M) of the plants was outsourced under a 20-year
concession agreement through international competitive bidding to Eskom Uganda Ltd., a
company owned by the South Africa electricity utility enterprise Eskom Holdings. Similarly, the
GoU, through UEDCL, owns Uganda’s electricity distribution assets but O&M was handed over
to another private company, Umeme Ltd. in 2005. The GoU retains a presence only through the
UETCL, which owns and operates the transmission grid. In Uganda’s single-buyer model, the
UETCL serves as the sole off-taker of all power generated.20 Besides the extensive unbundling
and corporatization, an independent Electricity Regulator Authority (ERA) was founded to serve
as the regulator consistent with reform principles laid out by the World Bank.21
The 1999 and 2002 legislation also gave MEMD a primary role in expanding generation
capacity. Whether directly or through parastatals (e.g. UEGCL), the MEMD remains in charge of
procuring public and emergency projects.22
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The Buja gali Hydropower Project as a Cautionary Tale
The Wor ld Bank had pr ior itized constr uction of the Bujagali hydr opower facility over
the Kar uma pr oject, which was fir st pr oposed in 1995. After passage of the 1999
Ugandan power sector r efor m, the MEMD took the lead in funding Bujagali, and in
2001, awar ded the constr uction contr act to the US-based AES Cor p. However ,
cor r uption allegations in 2002 ser iously delayed the pr oject which r esumed only in 2005
under the super vision of the Wor ld Bank and the Eur opean Investment Bank.
Befor e Bujagali began oper ation in 2012, Uganda had no choice but to r ely on costly
alter natives—ther mal power as well as oil and diesel-power ed gener ator s— to meet
demand. These measur es financially bur dened UETCL, the single buyer . Compounding
that bur den was a shar p 25% depr eciation of the Uganda shilling against the US dollar
in 2011, declining Wor ld Bank funding for ther mal-based power gener ation, and a low
end-user tar iff that r emained unsustainable until 2012. Mor eover , along with paying
lar ge subsidies to UETCL, the GoU in 2005, unable to supply Umeme Ltd. with the
agr eed electr icity supply, had to compensate the contr actor with funds fr om feder al
coffer s. By contr ast, the publicly funded Kiir a hydr opower plant, commissioned in 2003,
was completed without these complications and delays.
The pr oblems with Bujagali did not end with its completion in 2012. Delay and inflation
caused the dam’s cost to soar fr om US$460 million to US$862 million. Instead of the
estimated US$ 6 cents per kilowatt hour , power fr om Bujagali now sells for US$ 11.51
cents per kilowatt hour , much higher than the US$1.12 per kilowatt hour for power
fr om the state-owned Kiir a and Nalubaale dams. As a r esult, Pr esident Museveni
concluded it was a “mistake” to have accepted the PPA with the IPPs developing the
Bujagali. Par ticipation fr om pr ivate investor s, he believed, incur r ed “a hidden cost”
because they natur ally seek high r etur n, tr ansfor ming the cost of inter national finance
into a for m of high tar iffs. At one point, Museveni consider ed using oil industr y r evenue
to buy back the owner ship of the Bujagali dam in or der to cut the cost of power .
The Karuma and Isimba HPPs
Karuma began in the late 1990s as an IPP led by Norway’s Norpak Ltd., but Norpak withdrew
from the project in 2008 when it failed to find sufficient funds to move beyond the feasibility
stage. The GoU resumed the project in 2010 and hired an Indian firm, Energy Infratech, to
conduct new feasibility studies. Infratech redesigned the power plant, increasing capacity from
250MW to 750MW although the project has since been scaled back to 600MW.23
The feasibility study for the Isimba facility was conducted by joint venture partners Fichtner and
Norplan in 2010. Located downstream of the 250 MW Bujagali hydropower project, the Isimba
hydropower project was initially designed to have a generation capacity of at least 100 MW but
was later upscaled to 183 MV.24
The 1999 power sector reform envisioned that new generation capacity would be mainly
financed as IPPs through competitive bidding by the private investors and developers.25 Uganda
seems to have been doing well in this regard; by 2012, ten IPP projects had been completed,
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adding a combined installed capacity of 389 MW to the grid, representing 51% of Uganda’s total
installed capacity.26 (See Appendix E.) The 250 MW Bujagali dam is so far the most significant
IPP project in Uganda. However, that painful experience has caused GoU officials, including
Minister Muloni, to question whether IPPs should be the vehicle for the Karuma and Isimba
hydropower projects, with concerns that this model is too expensive and time-consuming.
The Chinese Alternative or the IPP Model?
At first glance, working with the Chinese seems to carry clear advantages over the IPPs.27
Instead of the twelve years it took to build Bujagali, the Chinese estimate of six years to build
both Karuma and Isimba looks particularly attractive. Financing and construction would
certainly be much quicker and more efficient. (See Appendix C)
Compared with the direct public procurement based on an engineering and construction
procurement (EPC) contract, the IPP model relying on international competitive bidding (ICB) is
more complex and time-consuming involving bidding and negotiation with multiple investors,
often generating high transaction costs and delay. Compliance with judicial and regulatory
restrictions at multiple jurisdictions can cause further delay, particularly when allegations of
corruption or the violation of laws surface. Compliance with international environmental
protection requirements and social responsibility guidelines can also slow the project and add
cost.28 A government-led public procurement that awards the EPC contract to a Chinese
company seems likely to avoid the problems imbedded in the IPP model.
More importantly, the Chinese offers attractive financial assistance. “Our biggest advantage is
that we have the money,” said a Sinohydro staff member. “Competition in the market is fierce,
and nowadays contractors not only have to be technically competent, but also be able to bring the
money to the project.”29
Chinese loans generally have a much larger “ticket size” than the maximum amount international
financial institutions can offer, as well as a lower interest rate.30 For the proposed Karuma and
Isimba projects, China Eximbank alone can loan 85% of the total project cost, saving Minister
Muloni the time and hassle involved in coordinating multiple financiers. (See Appendices A &
B.)
Importantly, a loan from China Eximbank has no strings attached, meaning the Chinese are
unlikely to interfere with Ugandan politics or internal affairs. In 2014, by contrast, the World
Bank postponed a loan of US$ 90 million, aimed at boosting health services, after Uganda
passed anti-gay legislation.31 A President Museveni lashed out, insisting, “…you can’t impose
middle class values on a pre-industrial society. How can you make peasants have middle class
values? They are peasants. Many of them are pre-capitalists. How can you make them have
values such as liberalism?” The Chinese, Museveni noted, “are more practical.32
At the same time, the China Eximbank loan carries some uncertainties. Muloni takes some risk
regarding the project’s quality. Chinese contractors would be hired only as builders of a turnkey
project, with no ongoing role as the dams’ owner or operator. The structure of this working
relationship would possibly encourage shoddy work, as the contractors would be motivated to
reduce cost. Even in cost-plus contracting, quality can be compromised since every penny saved
becomes profit. Muloni’s background and training notwithstanding, most of the MEMD staff
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does not have the technical knowhow to effectively supervise the projects. Muloni could hire
third-party consultants or supervisors but the information asymmetry problem will remain.
There are financial risks as well. Because the bank requires the GoU to fund 15% of the project
costs, the government will have to draw on a consolidated fund it has accumulated since 2007 for
developing generation capacity.33 Moreover, as with other projects, the government will likely
have to advance that payment to begin construction before China Eximbank approves its loan.34
That approval may be delayed; for example, the Chinese completed a feasibility study for the
Imboulou Dam in the Republic of Congo in 1992 but did not release funding until 2003.35
In addition, the GoU will have to repay the Chinese loan through tariffs. The loan repayment also
requires a separate government sovereign guarantee.36 President Museveni is optimistic that the
loan would not carry future risk of default because investments in hydropower can boost
economic growth and investment, thereby generating more tax revenue for repayment.37
But concern over Uganda’s solvency remains. First, China Eximbank requires that 45% of the
loan for the Karuma facility will take the form of an export buyer’s credit with a floating interest
rate—an annual rate equal to the London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR) plus 3.5 percent. (See
Appendix A.) This means that the loan interest might increase substantially over time in
unfavorable market situations. Also, repayment of the Karuma and Isimba loans will overlap
with the repayment of the proposed $3.2 billion Standard Gauge Railway loan from the China
Eximbank, still in negotiation.38 As a result, Uganda’s public debt, already at 34% of GDP, will
increase as the GoU borrows for other planned infrastructure projects.39
Finally, China’s willingness to offer the loan seems to be predicated on Uganda’s oil reserve.40
But oil production has been delayed due to disputes with the three current Ugandan operators
over taxes, refining and export.41 Given the oil market’s volatility, this is not a solid guarantee.42
Indeed, a joint report from the World Bank and Uganda’s Ministry of Finance Planning and
Economic Development warned of the “Ghana trap”—as global oil price fell dramatically in
2012, Ghana suffered from insolvency and its economy slowed sharply. “The government may
be tempted to spend in advance some of its future oil revenue through substantial borrowing on
the financial markets. This may generate short-term benefits through growth of private
consumption but would have negative long-term consequences as savings are sacrificed.”43
The IPP model addresses some of the risks inherent in working with the Chinese. For instance,
the contracting process will likely be more transparent with greater adherence to regulatory and
environmental standards.
Moreover, since the private developers and investors not only finance and construct the
hydropower plants but also own and/or operate the completed dams, investors have stronger
incentives than the Chinese to maintain quality standards.44 Private investors would recoup their
investment by selling electricity the new dams generate to Uganda and since they will own what
they build and have negotiated a price for power generated in advance, shoddy construction and
poor or unreliable management means higher costs and lower profits. For example, the contract
to build the Bujagali dam was a build-own-operate-transfer (BOOT) agreement where the risks
are borne by private investors and developers.
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Other Issues Minister Muloni Should Consider
China’s History in Africa
Chinese companies are relative late-comers to African investment, but have actively forged
diplomatic relationships with several nations on the continent in order to project their economic
influence. As a result, any failure of Chinese-funded projects would deal a heavy blow to the
positive profile China has taken pains to create.
China and Uganda established diplomatic relations in 1962. The Chinese government has
concentrated its Ugandan investments in infrastructure development including roads, hospitals,
railways, electricity and communication. In 2007, China wrote off a debt of US$30 million—
usually debt cancellation would be approved only when the principal had been fully paid back.45
Chinese State-Owned Enterprises
Nominally owned by the state, China’s SOEs, and their subsidiar ies, enjoy a high degr ee
of independence fr om gover nment contr ol. Lar gely pr ofit-or iented, the goals of those
SOEs sometimes may r un counter to state objectives, and Chinese SOEs leader s usually
have higher administr ative r anks than those at the gover nment agencies that super vise
them. Yet, accor ding to a Sinohydr o employee, SOEs must still defer to officials at the
Ministr y of Commer ce and at the Economic and Commer cial Counsellor 's Office at
Chinese embassies, under the leader ship of the Ministr y of For eign Affair s. (See
Appendix H.) Although SOEs have become incr easingly mar ket or iented and seek
maximum pr ofit, they r emain under Par ty contr ol. For instance, centr al gover nment
ministr ies ar bitr ate and have final author ity over disputes among SOEs, and all the
lar ge SOEs maintain offices in Beijing in or der to lobby r elevant ministr y and centr al
gover nment officials.
To make up for their late entrance into the African market, some Chinese state-owned enterprises
have tried to build market share by every possible means, including underbidding their
competitors. SOE leaders apparently calculated that losing money on early projects would help
them in the long run to gain business, build their reputation and realize profits. With reputationbuilding in mind, it is not in the company’s interest to do shoddy work.46 However, whether all
Chinese SOEs think alike in seeking long-term profits is another question. A midlevel manager
at China International Water and Electric (CWE) told a journalist that the current strategy of
many Chinese SOEs in hydropower construction is to win the project first at any cost and then
try to skim off profits by outsourcing parts of the contract. “We all know that there is no way to
do it (with such a low price).”47 The logic seems to work in this way: we first take away our
profit and let the next downstream producer, who is held accountable by legal contract, figure
out how to do it.48
Moreover, the Chinese government has intervened on occasion to fix problems. A case in point:
In 1996, the Uganda Electricity Board terminated a contract with China Sichuan International
Co-operation Co Ltd (Sietco) to extend the Owen Falls Dam. Sietco was lagging behind the
construction timelines and suffering financial difficulties.49 On April 3, 1997, the Supreme Court
of Uganda ruled that Sietco should reimburse the government US$ 1.23 million plus 12%
interest and legal fees. Sietco turned to the Chinese central government for help. To mitigate the
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negative impact of this failed project on China’s image, the Chinese State Council extended
Sietco a China Eximbank loan of US$ 10 million.50
At the same time, reforms of Chinese SOEs during the 1990s that made those public enterprises
more market oriented and price sensitive triggered, in the view of some, “a race to the bottom.”
A 2016 report by the China Academy of Social Science, Yellow Book of Africa: Chinese
Enterprises’ Performance in Africa: Achievements, Challenges and the Way Out, notes that
Chinese companies were engaged in “vicious competition.”51 (See Appendix J.)
For example, CPNC and Sinopec, China’s two national oil companies, have long competed for
projects in Sudan’s oil fields. In a public bidding to build a 1380km oil pipeline, Sinopec
surprisingly underbid its Chinese counterpart CNPC by US$ 60 million to win the project.52
Similarly, when Chinese Premier Li Keqiang visited Uganda in May 2014 to attend the signing
ceremony for the Uganda-Kenya Railway, the two Chinese SOEs competing for this project were
still sniping at each other on local media.53 The US$ 8 billion (Shs 20.8 trillion) railway will
connect Uganda to Kenya, Sudan and Rwanda. In January 2012, China Civil Engineering
Construction Corporation (CCECC) signed a contract with Uganda Ministry of Works and
Transport (MWT) to build the railway for US$ 1.75 billion. But shortly afterward the MWT
switched to another Chinese SOE, China Harbour Engineering Company Limited (CHECL),
which offered to build the line at US$ 1.25 billion. In July 2014, CCECC sued the MWT to win
back the project.54
Ensuring Quality Construction
This heated competition generates concerns about project supervision. The fact that
Uganda by itself is not technically capable of building its own hydropower plants indicates that
the MEMD may also lack the ability to effectively supervise construction. MEMD or the
UEGCL, the official owner of the nation’s hydropower facilities following Uganda’s power
sector reforms, could hire third-party consultants to supervise the dam projects. But as noted
above, outsourcing supervision does not solve the information asymmetry problem: How can the
Ministry or UEGCL ensure that the consultants effectively supervise the project? A possible
solution would be to hire multiple consultants but that might cause confusion and raise further
concerns. For example, how many consultants would be sufficient to ensure quality
construction? Who would have the final say if conflicting opinions arose among those
consultants? And, of course, hiring more than one consultant will raise the projects’ cost. Ideally,
UEGCL should be the chief supervisor of the Karuma and Isimba projects with responsibility to
oversee the construction of the dams, because as the ultimate owner it has direct stake in their
quality construction.
Minister Muloni theoretically has the authority to charge the UEGLC with supervisory
responsibility, but she might need to justify her move to defuse any dissent. At the same time,
relinquishing her ministry’s authority to oversee key public procurement projects to a
subordinate parastatal may be politically controversial and unwise. Potential rent seekers in the
Ministry would strongly oppose Muloni.55
Safeguarding Uganda’s Environment
In 2007, the World Bank and the GoU signed an agreement as part of the Bujagali Hydropower
Project that protects the Kalagala Falls ecosystem. The Bank and other stakeholders have
renewed concerns about the negative impact of the proposed Isimba project on that site.56 The
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Isimba dam would create long sections of flat water, worrying environmentalists as well as those
who earn their living from ecotourism. The Karuma project has generated more concern over
compensation for displaced local residents than environmental issues.
The Ugandan government obviously believes that construction of the dam is worth the tradeoff.
“Uganda doesn’t have enough energy to drive its economic development programs,” MEMD
spokesman Bukenya Motovo said, adding that while rafting and kayaking are available at other
sites, only a limited number of locations are suitable for hydropower dams. Moreover, Motovo
argues that the revenue generated by tourism cannot compete with the economic benefit brought
by the hydropower plant.57 While some have suggested that the compromise could be a dam of
smaller scale, a smaller facility would not be economically viable given the burden of foreign
loans.58
In addition, the fact that China achieved its own rapid economic growth in the past four decades
at a huge environmental cost has given rise to widespread concern over the destructive
environmental practices of Chinese companies abroad. Yet in international settings, the Chinese
have behaved more in line with international standards. Since 2007, the China Eximbank has
required an environmental impact assessment (EIA) and reserves the right to withhold loans and
require early repayment if borrowers do not properly address environmental and social issues.
For example, the Eximbank’s refusal to finance Gabon’s Belinga Dam may be due to the bank’s
environmental concerns.59
Moreover, environmental opposition to hydropower projects may be inevitable, no matter if a
Western or Chinese company builds the facility. Environmentalists tried resolutely, but
ultimately unsuccessfully, to derail the Bujagali project.60 Nevertheless, if the Ugandan
government chooses the Chinese builders, it must effectively minimize damage from the dam
projects and force the contractors to meet environmental standards.
Conclusion
Minister Muloni must select the most reliable and capable partner to build the Karuma and
Isimba hydropower plants. GoU officials seem to hold an unstated belief that the IPP model is
needlessly costly and time-consuming, the Bujagali hydropower project experience being the
best evidence. The Chinese alternative looks attractive in several aspects: The Chinese
government, through the China Eximbank, will provide necessary financing at a lower interest
rate than other potential lenders and could save the Ministry time and energy dealing with
multiple financiers.
On the other hand, there is concern about whether Ministry staff effectively supervises the
Chinese contractors. Third party consultants could serve as proxies of the Ministry in this regard,
but effective supervision through outside consultants depends on how well Minister Muloni
could coordinate and incentivize relevant actors within the Ministry and the power sector to
avoid corruption and destructive turf wars. Finally, choosing the Chinese means accepting
uncertain timing of the Eximbank loan release, the government’s capacity to repay the loan, and
concerns about environmental protection.
How should Irene Muloni finance and build the Karuma and Isimba dams?
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Appendix A - Karuma HPP Data
General Information
Location
Project Type

At the Karuma Falls along the Nile river in the
Districts of Kiryadongo and Oyam 15 km
downstream
Public Investment

Capacity

600 Megawatt

Estimated Cost

US$1.7 Billion

Engineering, Procurement and Construction (EPC)
Contractor
Expected Commission Date

Sinohydro

Project Timeline

EPC Contract was awarded in August 2013.
Preliminary works started in September 2013.
Uganda Parliament approved the loan of $1.435
billion from China Eximbank in March 2015.

2019

Funding
Export-Import Bank of China

85% of total cost

Government of Uganda

15% of total cost

Loan Terms

45% of the loan:
• In the form of an export buyers’ credit at an
annual interest rate equal to the London Interbank
Offered Rate (LIBOR) plus 3.5 percent, with a
repayment period of 15 years and a five-year
grace period
• A one-time management fee of 0.75 percent and a
commitment fee of 0.5 percent of the loan amount
• Cost of loan insurance included
55% of the loan:
• In the form of a “preferential export-based” credit
at an annual interest rate of 2 percent per year,
with a repayment period of 20 years and a 5-year
grace period
• A one-time management fee of 1 percent and a
commitment fee of 0.75 percent of the loan
amount

Source:
1) Uganda Electricity Generation Company Limited (UEGCL) website
2) Uganda Ministry of Finance, Planning and Economic Development, Energy Sector Annual Monitoring Report
(Financial Year 2014/15), October 2015
3) Anton Eberhard, Katharine Gratwick, Elvira Morella, and Pedro Antmann, Independent Power Projects in SubSaharan Africa: Lessons from Five Key Countries (Washington DC: International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development/The World Bank, 2016)

Appendix B - Isimba HPP Data
General Information
Location
Project Type

At the village of Isimba on the Victoria Nile, in
Kamuli District, approximately 44 kilometers north
of the Bujagali HPP
Public Investment

Capacity

183 Megawatt

Estimated Cost

USD $589.5 million

Engineering, Procurement and Construction (EPC)
Contractor
Expected Commission Date

China International Water and Electric Corporation
(subcontracting to Sinohydro)
2018

Project Timeline

EPC Contract was signed in September 2013.
Groundbreaking ceremony was held in October
2013. Uganda Parliament approved the loan of
$482.5 million from China Eximbank in March
2015.

Funding
Export-Import Bank of China

85% of total cost

Government of Uganda

15% of total cost

Loan Terms

In the form of preferential export buyers’ credit at
an annual interest rate of 2 percent, with a
repayment period of 20 years and a 5-year grace
period

Source:
1) Uganda Electricity Generation Company Limited (UEGCL) website
2) Uganda Ministry of Finance, Planning and Economic Development, Energy Sector Annual Monitoring Report
(Financial Year 2014/15), October 2015
3) Anton Eberhard, Katharine Gratwick, Elvira Morella, and Pedro Antmann, Independent Power Projects in SubSaharan Africa: Lessons from Five Key Countries (Washington DC: International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development/The World Bank, 2016)

Appendix C - Bujagali HPP Data
Commission Date

2012

Project Type

IPP (Independent Power Producer)

Contract Type

BOOT (Build-Own-Operate-Transfer)

Capacity

250 Megawatt

Shareholder Equity

US$ 151 million

Funding from Development Finance Institutions and
Participating Institutions

US$ 512 million, coming from
• International Finance Corporation
• European Investment Bank
• Proparco
• Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau
• African Development Bank
• Netherlands Development Finance Company
• German Investment and Development Corporation
• Agence Francaise de Development
US$ 115 million, coming from Standard Chartered
South African commercial bank
Salini

Commercial Lending
Engineering, Procurement and Construction (EPC)
Contractor
Equipment Supplier

Alstom/Sinohydro

Source:
Anton Eberhard, Katharine Gratwick, Elvira Morella, and Pedro Antmann, Independent Power Projects in SubSaharan Africa: Lessons from Five Key Countries (Washington DC: International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development/The World Bank, 2016).

Appendix D - Structure of Uganda’s Power Sector

Source: Anton Eberhard, Katharine Gratwick, Elvira Morella, and Pedro Antmann, Independent
Power Projects in Sub-Saharan Africa: Lessons from Five Key Countries (Washington DC:
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development/The World Bank, 2016), 228.

Appendix E - Power Plants in Uganda

Source: Anton Eberhard, Katharine Gratwick, Elvira Morella, and Pedro Antmann, Independent
Power Projects in Sub-Saharan Africa: Lessons from Five Key Countries (Washington DC:
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development/The World Bank, 2016), 228.

Appendix F

Source: UEGCL NEW VISION AND STRATEGIC DIRECTION 2015-2017

Appendix G - Geographical Location of Karuma and Isimba HPPs

Appendix H - How to Get a China Eximbank Loan and How is it Used?
Source: Deborah Brautigam. 2009. The Dragon’s Gift: The Real Story of China in Africa. New
York: Oxford University Press, 143.

Additional Notes: (Based on interviews with Sinohydro employees)
Step 1: Chinese SOEs are on their own to look for projects overseas. If a project has an open and
competitive bidding process, China’s Ministry of Commerce has the right to decide who will be
allowed to participate in the bidding.
Step 2: If applying for a commercial loan, the applicant usually has to first go to Sinosure, a
state-owned policy insurance company, and have the project checked before an insurance
contract can be signed. The insurance contract is required to be submitted together with a loan
application to the Eximbank, which maintains an internal blacklist of counties that have a bad
credit record. Blacklisted countries are unlikely to get a loan.
Step 4: Approval by the Ministry of Commerce is required before the company can submit the
loan application to China’s Eximbank. Chinese SOEs will present different loan options to the
borrowing government and let the latter make the final decision. In general, a commercial loan
has a higher interest rate but it is easy to get approved; a concession loan has a much lower
interest rate but it is hard to get approved.
Step 7-8: In the Karuma case, the Eximbank disburses money to the Ugandan government rather
than directly to Sinohydro. This is different from other cases where “They (China Eximbank)
give aid, grants, loans, but you never see that money,” as Deborah Brautigam noted.

Appendix I - Costs and the Cracks on the Dam: Different Views
Sinohydro

Local Media in Uganda

1. If compared horizontally, e.g., with Bujagali, Karuma’s
unit cost is still reasonable. The construction of Karuma
dam requires much underground work, which explains why
it is not cheap.
2. The story that Sinohydro spent millions of US dollars on
lobbyists is really ridiculous.

1. Sinohydro paid US$ 40-50
million to lobbyists who helped
them get the contract.
2. To cut costs, Sinohydro never
used the big trucks shipped to the
construction site from China.
They are merely decoration.
3. The real cost of building
Karuma is estimated to be just
US$ 800 million. But Sinohydro
has to pay kickbacks to “grease
the wheel” when dealing with the
Ugandan government. This is the
“hidden cost.”

1. The cracks problem was enlarged by one party
(UEGCL), which is engaged in a political struggle with the
Ministry of Energy inside the Ugandan government. But
Sinohydro had no idea why UEGCL and the Energy
Ministry were at each other’s throats.
2. UEGCL was not given project administration power
because it was considered relatively inexperienced in
supervising large public projects.
3. Irresponsible media reporting aggravated the problem
and caused damage to Sinohydro’s image. Sinohydro
currently has decided not to launch a PR campaign to
counter the media muckraking for fear that it would be
counter-productive, as it runs the risk of “adding oil to the
fire.”
4. Sinohydro, like other Chinese SOEs, should improve its
CSR work.
5. The “local government” (referring to UEGCL) should
“rectify their attitudes,” engage in constructive
communication with Sinohydro, and focus on solving the
problems, rather than keep arguing just for the sake of
discrediting Sinohydro. Using the media to expose the issue
would not help expedite the construction progress. Delay
means higher costs. Karuma operating at its full capacity
can generate US$ 600,000 profit per day.
6. The consulting companies hired by UEGCL are not
results-oriented; UEGCL does not respect the fact that
different companies have their own ways of completing the
project, and simply set its own experience as the standard.
The newly established steering committee is meant to serve
as a platform for coordination.

To cut costs, Sinohydro did not
follow the initial plan to
construct a cooling plant, which
was priced US$ 20 million in the
bid. The plant is supposed to be
used to process a certain kind of
cement before it is used to
construct the dam. Due to the
lack of this necessary technical
process, cracks appeared on the
part of dam where this kind of
cement was used.

Cost

Cracks

Source: 1) Interview with the Sinohydro representative based in Kampala, Uganda 2) Interview
with the investigative journalist who reported the Karuma case for The Independent, a local news
magazine

Appendix J - Problems and Challenges Facing Chinese Enterprises in Africa
Zhang Hongming and Li Zhibiao edited. 2016. Yellow Book of Africa--Chinese enterprises’
Performance in Africa: Achievements, Challenge and the Way Out. Social Scientific Literature
Press
“First, a variety of unfavorable factors are present in the African investment environment,
including regional wars and conflicts, terrorism, political coups, administrative inefficiency,
underdeveloped legal system, foreign exchange control, high and excessive taxation and rising
labor costs, etc.
Second, Chinese companies have their own problems, including a lack of understanding of the
country in which they are investing, insufficient initial investment in large projects, the absence
of investment in related service industries, vicious competition among companies, and noncompliance with local laws and regulations etc.
Third, the economic slowdown in Africa has negative consequences, including a sharp drop in
commodity prices, delays in infrastructure construction, and a decrease in African countries’
demand that has had negative impacts on the development of China’s mining, infrastructure, and
manufacturing companies in Africa.
Fourth, western companies have intensified competition and caused some trouble. This point is
especially obvious in two specific cases: 1) they set up hindrances to exclude Chinese companies
in the energy and mining industries and 2) they fabricate the “China Threat” and “Neocolonialism” theories, which hurt Chinese companies in Africa.
Fifth, there are difficulties in developing China-Africa trade and economic cooperation zones.
On one hand, African countries have provided insufficient policy support and investment in
infrastructure. On the other hand, companies that have settled down in the economic zones have
little access to financial sources, which has inhibited the development of these zones and
negatively influenced the prospect of future investment by other companies.”
Source: Xin Wen, “Feizhou fazhan baogao: zhongguo qiye zai fei cunzai e xing jingzheng” (The
report on African development: Chinese companies involved in vicious competition), 23 August
2016, http://news.china.com.cn/txt/2016-08/23/content_39147536.htm

Appendix K - Electricity consumption per capita (kWh per person) 2012

Country

Electricity Consumption
Per Capita (2012)

Country

Electricity Consumption
Per Capita (2012)

Uganda

80

China

3475

Tanzania

95

United Kingdom

5449

Kenya

157

Japan

8003

South Africa

4393

United States

12955

Source: World Bank Open Data, http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/EG.USE.ELEC.KH.PC. The
data of Uganda’s electricity consumption comes from Joseph Mawejje and Dorothy N. Mawejje.
2016. “Electricity consumption and sectoral output in Uganda: an empirical investigation.”
Journal of Economic Structures 5:21.

